Inclusive Diversity Committee Logo Contest

The ID committee is seeking a logo to visually represent our group. This logo will be used on our official social media accounts, on merchandise sold for fundraising purposes, and promotional material (fliers, posters, etc). There will be a prize that is yet to be determined.

Requirements for Logo

1) Must visually represent inclusive diversity. This can take the form of a single logo that manages to touch on several of the different forms of diversity that we aim to include (racial, sexual, physical ability, etc) or a set of logos, each reflecting a different aspect of inclusive diversity.

2) Must include “SETAC” and “Inclusive Diversity”

3) Submit logo to axkascak@gmail.com

Selection of Logo

All submitted designs will be available to be seen on our google groups page. After the submission time has passed everyone in the ID committee will have the opportunity to vote for their favorite one(s). Design with the greatest number of votes will be selected. Other well-liked designs will be saved for possible future use.